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Welcome to 
Bach Club
Welcome!

Bach Club started as a boutique recital venue and a hub for the 

artistic community in London. Our original space, which was 

next to King George’s park and overlooking the river Wandle, 

served as a rehearsal and work room during the day. In the 

evening it was transformed into an atmospheric club filled with 

music and people. 

Nuturing that immediate connection between the artists, the 

audience, and the music is at the heart of Bach Club’s vision and 

we now bring these ideals to you using the marvels of digital 

technology. In response to the changing landscape of classical 

music we have formed a record label and filmed online concerts 

– one of which you are watching today.

Our ensemble, Bach Club Soloists, takes pride in blending 

historical approach with experimental spirit, and remarkable 

collaborations.

Thank you for being part of Bach Club’s family! We are 

confident that here you will find something you love, and trust 

that you will return. Do bring your friends — there is nothing like 

sharing a moment of musical experience together.

Now please take a seat, the best seat in the house, and immerse 

yourself in the wonderful music.

Michael Chance CBE

Patron

Pawel Siwczak ARAM FRSA

Artistic Director

Dr Kirsten Fehring

Creative Partner
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Benjamin Britten has called Schubert’s last days “the richest and most 
productive 18 months in music history”; the C major quintet, the two late 
piano sonatas, Schwanengesang or Die Winterreise, and the 9th Symphony, is 
a run of superhuman profundity and beauty. If I could grant 5 years of life 
more to any composer in history, Schubert would surely be near the top of 
the list. His death - aged just 31, when most adults are just getting going - 
came when his creativity and inspiration seemed almost unstoppable.

Schubert composed around 600 songs, a towering achievement and a 
wondrous treasure house. There have been great composers of song since 
- Schumann, Mahler, Fauré - but Schubert’s genius for marrying poetry 
and music remains unsurpassed. How can we explain the enduring appeal 
of this music? In part, it comes from its beginnings as music for social 
gatherings, where Franz and his circle would come together to share their 
latest work. There is nothing highbrow about them: they are somehow 
pitched perfectly at the intersect of folky naturalness, melodic inspiration, 
and harmonic eloquence. The sheer quantity of material encompasses 
eternal themes: love, death, drink, loss, marriage, and so on. The world 
changes all the time, but human nature changes little; Schubert, like 
Rembrandt or Shakespeare, seems to have had an insatiable curiosity and 
sympathy for our condition. 

Our programme is, in part, an attempt to refl ect the range of Schubert’s 
songs. We begin with Im Frühling, a poem extolling the virtues of simple 
love on a Spring day. The music is full of genial charm - the crisp brightness 
of G major, with perfectly proportioned melodies that suggest all is well 
with the world. The music drifts towards the darkness of G minor as 
the clouds obscure the spring sun, but returns to the major as the poem 
addresses the promise of a summer of love. 

Eternal 
beauty
Programme notes by Nicholas Mulroy
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Der Zwerg inhabits a different world entirely - the mist and menace 
of night are drawn in the trembling piano right hand, and a repeated 
motif in the left that sounds like a sinister cousin of Beethoven’s Fifth 
Symphony. The story of a dwarf who feels compelled to drown his queen 
out of jealousy is as far from the carefree Spring as we can be, and the 
music is riveting in its representation of the disorienting danger of dim 
half-light and the power of the sea. 

In the same A minor, Des Fischers Liebesglück is a different kind of 
watery gloaming, and an example of the composer’s genius for strophic 
songs - 4 verses of repeated music demands the most careful selection 
of musical material. Here the 6/8 time signature and the falling piano 

“If I could grant 5 years of life more to any 
composer in history, Schubert would surely be 
near the top of the list.
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“Schubert, like Rembrandt or Shakespeare, 
seems to have had an insatiable curiosity 
and sympathy for our condition. 

figure seem somehow to paint the whole 
scene: the undulating water, the oar’s easy 
pull, and the calm contentment of the poet’s 
heart. 

Als ich sie erröten sah feels like a young 
man’s song - the rapturous verbosity that 
comes with the first flush of love and the the 
glances that are “drunk with wonder” pour 
out of the music. The piano’s racing heart 
and the excitable leaping of the vocal melody 
seem to reflect a naive marvel at the power 
of this unfathomable new emotion. 

The contrast with Abendstern could not be more stark: the poem address 
the star, who shines alone in the sky. Why? “I am the star of love” he says, 
and people “hold themselves far from me”. It’s a model of economy and 
concision, and when the evening star replies, the music slides into the major, a 
compositional gesture of disarming and heartbreaking simplicity. 

The final song is one of Schubert’s most famous, a serenade (Ständchen) 
whose accompaniment sounds like a guitar prelude plucked beneath the 
window of the beloved. The poet sings “Softly my songs flies to you through 
the night… Let your heart be moved too… by these silver notes” and, in some 
ways, this serves as a kind of mission statement for the art of song itself, that 
tells us so much about human life, in music of infinite intimacy, breathtaking 
imagination, and eternal beauty. 
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Programme

Im Frühling

Der Zwerg

Des Fischers Liebesglück

Als ich sie erröten sah

Abendstern

Ständchen 
from Schwanengesang

Meet the Artists
Conversation about the music
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Im Frühling
(1826) D882

Ernst Schulze

Still sitz ich an des Hügels Hang,
Der Himmel ist so klar,
Das Lüftchen spielt im grünen Tal,
Wo ich beim ersten Frühlingsstrahl
Einst, ach, so glücklich war.

Wo ich an ihrer Seite ging
So traulich und so nah,
Und tief im dunkeln Felsenquell
Den schönen Himmel blau und hell,
Und sie im Himmel sah.

Sieh, wie der bunte Frühling schon
Aus Knosp’ und Blüte blickt!
Nicht alle Blüten sind mir gleich,
Am liebsten pflückt’ ich von dem Zweig,
Von welchem sie gepflückt.

Denn alles ist wie damals noch,
Die Blumen, das Gefild;
Die Sonne scheint nicht minder hell,
Nicht minder freundlich schwimmt im Quell
Das blaue Himmelsbild.

Es wandeln nur sich Will und Wahn,
Es wechseln Lust und Streit,
Vorüber flieht der Liebe Glück,
Und nur die Liebe bleibt zurück,
Die Lieb’ und ach, das Leid!

O wär ich doch ein Vöglein nur
Dort an dem Wiesenhang!
Dann blieb’ ich auf den Zweigen hier,
Und säng ein süsses Lied von ihr,
Den ganzen Sommer lang.

In Spring

I sit silently on the hillside.
The sky is so clear,
the breezes play in the green valley
where once, in the first rays of spring,
I was, oh, so happy.

Where I walked by her side,
so tender, so close,
and saw deep in the dark rocky stream
the fair sky, blue and bright,
and her reflected in that sky.

See how the colourful spring
already peeps from bud and blossom.
Not all the blossoms are the same to me:
I like most of all to pluck them from the branch
from which she has plucked.

For all is still as it was then,
the flowers, the fields;
the sun shines no less brightly,
and no less cheerfully,
the sky’s blue image bathes in the stream.
Only will and delusion change,

and joy alternates with strife;
the happiness of love flies past,
and only love remains;
love and, alas, sorrow.

Oh, if only I were a bird,
there on the sloping meadow!
Then I would stay on these branches here,
and sing a sweet song about her
all summer long.

Texts
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Der Zwerg
(1822) D771

Heinrich von Collin

Im trüben Licht verschwinden schon die Berge,
Es schwebt das Schiff auf glatten Meereswogen,
Worauf die Königin mit ihrem Zwerge.

Sie schaut empor zum hochgewölbten Bogen,
Hinauf zur lichtdurchwirkten blauen Ferne;
Die mit der Milch des Himmels blass durchzogen.

„Nie, nie habt ihr mir gelogen noch, ihr Sterne,“
So ruft sie aus, „bald werd’ ich nun entschwinden,
Ihr sagt es mir, doch sterb’ ich wahrlich gerne.“

Da tritt der Zwerg zur Königin, mag binden
Um ihren Hals die Schnur von roter Seide,
Und weint, als wollt’ er schnell vor Gram erblinden.

Er spricht: „Du selbst bist schuld an diesem Leide,
Weil um den König du mich hast verlassen,
Jetzt weckt dein Sterben einzig mir noch Freude.

„Zwar werd’ ich ewiglich mich selber hassen,
Der dir mit dieser Hand den Tod gegeben,
Doch musst zum frühen Grab du nun erblassen.“

Sie legt die Hand aufs Herz voll jungem Leben,
Und aus dem Aug’ die schweren Tränen rinnen,
Das sie zum Himmel betend will erheben.

„Mögst du nicht Schmerz durch meinen Tod gewinnen!“
Sie sagt’s, da küsst der Zwerg die bleichen Wangen,
D’rauf alsobald vergehen ihr die Sinnen.

Der Zwerg schaut an die Frau, von Tod befangen,
Er senkt sie tief ins Meer mit eig’nen Handen.
Ihm brennt nach ihr das Herz so voll Verlangen,
An keiner Küste wird er je mehr landen.

The Dwarf

In the dim light the mountains already fade;
the ship drifts on the sea’s smooth swell,
with the queen and her dwarf on board.

She gazes up at the high arching vault,
at the blue distance, interwoven with light,
streaked with the pale milky way.

‘Stars, never yet have you lied to me’,
she cries out. ‘Soon now I shall be no more.
You tell me so; yet in truth I shall die gladly.’

Then the dwarf comes up to the queen, begins
to tie the cord of red silk about her neck,
and weeps, as if he would soon go blind with grief.

He speaks: ‘You are yourself to blame for this
suffering, because you have forsaken me for the king;
now your death alone can revive joy within me.

‘Though I shall forever hate myself
for having brought you death by this hand,
yet now you must grow pale for an early grave.’

She lays her hand on her heart, so full of youthful
life, and heavy tears flow from her eyes
which she would raise to heaven in prayer.

‘May you reap no sorrow from my death!’
she says; then the dwarf kisses her pale cheeks,
whereupon her senses fade.

The dwarf looks upon the lady in the grip of death;
he lowers her with his own hands deep into the sea.
His heart burns with such longing for her,
he will never again land on any shore.
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Des Fischers Liebesglück 
(1827) D933

Karl Gottfried von Leitner

Dort blinket
Durch Weiden,
Und winket
Ein Schimmer
Blassstrahlig
Vom Zimmer
Der Holden mir zu.

Es gaukelt
Wie Irrlicht,
Und schaukelt
Sich leise
Sein Abglanz
Im Kreise
Des schwankenden Sees.

Ich schaue
Mit Sehnen
In’s Blaue
Der Wellen,
Und grüsse
Den hellen,
Gespiegelten Strahl.

Und springe
Zum Ruder,
Und schwinge
Den Nachen
Dahin auf
Den flachen,
Krystallenen Weg.

Fein-Liebchen
Schleicht traulich
Vom Stübchen
Herunter,
Und sputet
Sich munter
Zu mir in das Boot.

The fisherman’s happiness

Yonder light gleams
through the willows,
and a pale
glimmer
beckons to me
from the bedroom
of my sweetheart.

It flickers
like a will-o’-the-wisp,
and its reflection
sways
gently
in the circle
of the undulating lake.

I gaze
longingly
into the blue
of the waves,
and greet
the bright
reflected beam.

And spring
to the oar,
and swing
the boat
away on
its smooth,
crystal course.

My sweetheart
slips lovingly
down
from her little room,
and joyfully
hastens to me
in the boat.
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Gelinde
Dann treiben
Die Winde
Uns wieder
See-einwärts
Vom Flieder
Des Ufers hindann.
Die blassen

Nachtnebel
Umfassen
Mit Hüllen
Vor Spähern
Den stillen,
Unschuldigen Scherz.

Und tauschen
Wir Küsse,
So rauschen
Die Wellen
Im Sinken
Und Schwellen,
Den Horchern zum Trotz.

Nur Sterne
Belauschen
Uns ferne,
Und baden
Tief unter
Den Pfaden
Des gleitenden Kahns.

So schweben
Wir selig,
Umgeben
Vom Dunkel,
Hoch überm
Gefunkel
Der Sterne einher.

Und weinen
Und lächeln,
Und meinen,
Enthoben
Der Erde,
Schon oben,
Schon drüben zu sein.

Then the breezes
gently
blow us
again
out into the lake
from the elder tree
on the shore.

The pale
evening mists
envelop
and veil
our silent,
innocent dallying
from prying onlookers.

And as we exchange
kisses,
the waves
lap,
rising
and falling,
to foil eavesdroppers.

Only stars
in the far distance
overhear us,
and bathe
deep down
below the course
of the gliding boat.

So we drift on
blissfully,
in the midst
of darkness,
high above
the twinkling
stars.

Weeping,
smiling,
we think
we have soared free
of the earth,
and are already up above,
on another shore.
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Als ich sie erröten sah
(1815) D153

Bernhard Ehrlich

All’ mein Wirken, all’ mein Leben 
Strebt nach dir, Verehrte, hin! 
Alle meine Sinne weben
Mir dein Bild, o Zauberin!

Du entflammest meinen Busen 
Zu der Leier Harmonie,
Du begeisterst mehr als Musen, 
Und entzückest mehr als sie.

Ach, dein blaues Auge strahlet 
Durch den Sturm der Seele mild, 
Und dein süsses Lächeln mahlet 
Rosig mir der Zukunft Bild.

Herrlich schmückt des Himmels Gränzen 
Zwar Aurora’s Purpurlicht,
Aber lieblicheres Glänzen
Überdeckt dein Angesicht,

Wenn mit wonnetrunk’nen Blicken 
Ach! und unaussprechlich schön, 
Meine Augen voll Entzücken 
Purpurn dich erröten seh’n. 

When I saw her blush

All that I do, all that I am
is for you, my adored one!
All my senses weave
an image of you, enchantress!

You kindle within my heart
the sweet sounds of the lyre;
you inspire me more than the Muses, 
and, more than they, delight me!

Your blue eyes shine tenderly 
through the tempest of the soul, 
and your sweet smile paints
a rosy image of the future.

Though the horizon is adorned 
by Aurora’s crimson glow,
a still fairer radiance
suffuses your countenance

When, with ecstatic glances, 
my delighted eyes
see the ineffable beauty
of your crimson blush.
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Abendstern
(1824) D806

Johann Mayrhofer

Was weilst du einsam an dem Himmel,
O schöner Stern? und bist so mild;
Warum entfernt das funkelnde Gewimmel
Der Brüder sich von deinem Bild?
„Ich bin der Liebe treuer Stern,
Sie halten sich von Liebe fern.“

So solltest du zu ihnen gehen,
Bist du der Liebe, zaud’re nicht!
Wer möchte denn dir widerstehen?
Du süsses eigensinnig Licht.
„Ich säe, schaue keinen Keim,
Und bleibe trauernd still daheim.“

The Evening Star

Why do you linger all alone in the sky,
fair star? For you are so gentle;
why does the host of sparkling brothers
shun your sight?
‘I am the faithful star of love;
they keep far away from love.’

If you are love,
you should go to them without delay!
For who could resist you,
sweet, wayward light?
‘I sow no seed, I see no shoot,
and remain here, silent and mournful.’
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Ständchen
from Schwanengesang

(1828) D957

Ludwig Rellstab

Leise flehen meine Lieder
Durch die Nacht zu Dir;
In den stillen Hain hernieder,
Liebchen, komm’ zu mir!

Flüsternd schlanke Wipfel rauschen
In des Mondes Licht;
Des Verräters feindlich Lauschen
Fürchte, Holde, nicht.

Hörst die Nachtigallen schlagen?
Ach! sie flehen Dich,
Mit der Töne süssen Klagen
Flehen sie für mich.

Sie verstehn des Busens Sehnen,
Kennen Liebesschmerz,
Rühren mit den Silbertönen
Jedes weiche Herz.

Lass auch Dir die Brust bewegen,
Liebchen, höre mich!
Bebend harr’ ich Dir entgegen!
Komm’, beglücke mich!

Serenade

Softly my songs plead
through the night to you;
down into the silent grove,
beloved, come to me!

Slender treetops whisper and rustle
in the moonlight;
my darling, do not fear
that the hostile betrayer will overhear us.

Do you not hear the nightingales call?
Ah, they are imploring you;
with their sweet, plaintive songs
they are imploring for me.

They understand the heart’s yearning,
they know the pain of love;
with their silvery notes
they touch every tender heart.

Let your heart, too, be moved,
beloved, hear me!
Trembling, I await you!
Come, make me happy!
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Artists’ biographies

Born in Liverpool, Nicholas Mulroy was a chorister at the city’s Metropolitan Cathedral 
before studying Modern Languages at Cambridge and voice at the RAM. He has since been 
in constant demand both in the UK and further afield in a wide range of concert, recital and 
opera engagements.

He has sung at many of the world’s great concert halls: the Sydney Opera House, Boston 
Symphony Hall, Carnegie Hall, the Royal Albert Hall, Berlin Philharmonie and the Salzburg 
Festival.

Nicholas has particularly enjoyed prolonged collaborations with Sir John Eliot Gardiner 
and EBS, Paul McCreesh and the Gabrieli Consort, Lars-Ulrik Mortensen and Concerto 
Copenhagen, John Butt and the Dunedin Consort, Andrzej Kosendiak, Stephen Layton and 
Jordi Savall. He has also sung to critical acclaim with the Australian Chamber Orchestra, 
the St Paul Chamber Orchestra, the OAE, the Brussels, Copenhagen, BBC, Wroclaw and 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestras, Melbourne Symphony, Auckland Philharmonia, 
and Britten Sinfonia. On the opera stage he has appeared at houses including Paris (Palais 
Garnier and Opéra Comique), Glyndebourne, Copenhagen’s Kongelige Teater, Opéra de 
Lille, and the Grand Capitole in Toulouse.

He has sung John Tavener’s Requiem with BBCNOW, Piazzolla’s María de Buenos Aires 
with Mr McFall’s Chamber (also recorded for Delphian), Berio Sinfonia with RLPO, Britten 
Les Illuminations with the Britten Sinfonia in China, Haydn Creation with the Royal 
Northern Sinfonia, Britten’s Serenade with Orquesta del Principado de Asturias, Britten 
Nocturne and Mozart Requiem with the Australian Chamber Orchestra.

A committed recitalist, he has appeared regularly at the Wigmore Hall singing a wide range 
of repertoire including Purcell, both Bach Passions, Schubert, and the complete Britten 
Canticles. He has sung Janacek’s Diary of One who Vanished for Glyndebourne Festival 
Opera, for the Philharmonia at the RFH, and as part of the Aurora Janacek Festival, and 
given recitals at the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse, and festivals in Maribor, Ludlow, Bath and 
Orkney. He continues to collaborate with regular partners John Reid, Joseph Middleton, 
Alisdair Hogarth, and lutenist Elizabeth Kenny.

He has recorded extensively, with credits including a Gramophone Award-winning Messiah 
and critical acclaim has followed for recordings of Matthäus-Passion, María de Buenos 
Aires, and projects with Theatre of the Ayre and the English Baroque Soloists. Highlights 
for this season include a return to the Britten Sinfonia for their St Matthew Passion, Handel 
with MDR, and a debut with Les Violons du Roy in Canada.
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Pawel Siwczak is a Polish & British musician based in London. He has a passion for historical 
keyboards: harpsichord, clavichord, virginals, chamber organ, and fortepiano, which he 
studied extensively and continues to explore in his career. 
   
Following the completion of his postgraduate piano studies at the Frederic Chopin 
Academy of Music in Warsaw (2004) Pawel continued to study at the Royal Academy of 
Music in London earning his master’s degree and a diploma with distinction (2008). He is 
the winner of the 8th Broadwood Harpsichord Competition and the Sir Anthony Lewis 
Memorial Prize (Musica Britannica). 
   
Pawel’s performance history and recording career are diverse, ranging from solo recitals, 
working with singers and conducting from the harpsichord, to collaborations with 
numerous orchestras and ensembles in the UK and abroad. He has given solo recitals 
as part of Waterloo Festival, Galway Festival, Edinburgh Fringe, Manchester Pride, an 
independently organized series at the Cello Factory (Art Gallery in London). 
   
His recordings include “Dialogues” for guitar and harpsichord by Stephen Dodgson, a few 
albums with The Bach Players, a double CD of Telemann’s music with Florilegium and, 
among others, improvisations with PC Music artist Danny L Harle originally recorded for 
BBC Radio 3.  
  
Pawel is passionate about working with other art disciplines and intertwining of the art 
forms. He has presented a project of music for two harpsichords with a flamenco dancer, 
his performances were celebrating new art shows by The London Group (UK’s longest-
running artists’ collective). His collaboration with Danny Harle was featured by BBC Radio 
as “Five of the BBC’s weirdest live sessions ever”, which is a concise summary of Pawel’s 
experimental spirit combined with traditional classical training. 
  
He is a teacher at the Royal Academy of Music and a director of the Bach Club, a Social 
Enterprise presenting concerts on historical instruments. He has been elected an Associate 
of the RAM (ARAM) and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts (FRSA).

In response to the first lockdown in March 2020 Pawel played a series of ten live streamed 
recitals under the title “To Survive Melancholy”, still available to watch on youtube.com/
baroquepawel

Pawel puts emphasis on the storytelling power of the language of music; the sheer ability to 
communicate expressively with the audience is key to him. 
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Thank you

If you would like to support Bach Club in our artistic endeavours and in 

creating more content please visit our website: https://bach.club  

or get in touch.

Julian and Annette Armstrong

Donella Caubo

Anne Crofts

Anna Drysdale

Martin and Helen Haddon

Geoff Hutchings

Gillian Ingham

Inge and Nicholas Newton

October 2021

Andrew Purkis

Judith and John Roscoe

Waldemar Siwczak

Cathryn Stokes

Basil and Betriz Strong

Barry Swannie

Virginia West

GRANT
Wandsworth

FUND

Investing in the
Brighter Borough

We are very gratful to our Friends who have made donations
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Fortepiano
Built by Paul McNulty in 2011, after Walter & Sohn (ca. 1805)

Anton Walter (1752 — 1826) was arguably the most famous fortepiano 
maker of his time, and a prolific one – he built around 700 instruments. 
They were highly praised by musicians, among them Beethoven and 
Mozart for whom Walter’s was his favourite piano.
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Young Franz Schubert (ca. 1814)
by Josef Abel (1764 - 1818)
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Title Page of Schubert’s Schwanengesang, 1st Edition, Vienna 1829
Ludwig Rellstab/Heinrich Heine/Johann Gabriel Seidl

Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons
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Fortepiano after Walter & Sohn by Paul McNulty
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English Translations © Richard Wigmore,
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